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Abstract—This paper presents a quasi-analytical approach to
study the classic topic of transmission/reflection of electromagnetic
waves through 1-D periodic arrays of strips/slits in metal screens.
The approach is based on standard waveguide discontinuity
theory. Starting from field equations, it is inferred a circuit-like
reduced-order model with just one parameter to be determined.
The value of this parameter can be obtained from the transmis-
sion/reflection coefficient provided by any full-wave method at
just one single frequency. In this way, the computation effort to
obtain very wide-band responses of periodically distributed slits
or strips under oblique TE/TM illumination in the presence of
loading dielectric slabs is reduced to the full-wave analysis of
the structure at a single frequency value. For relatively narrow
strip/slit gratings, this procedure gives very accurate results even
for very complicated transmission/reflection spectra. An addi-
tional advantage of the present approach is that it allows for an
easy understanding of the underlying physics of the phenomena
involved.

Index Terms—Diffraction gratings, equivalent-circuit model, ex-
traordinary and conventional transmission/reflection, impedance
matching.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HE study of the transmissivity/reflectivity through/from
periodically structured metal surfaces has been a topic

of intense research activity for decades. The study of optical
gratings is a well-known example of this classical research ac-
tivity [1]–[4]. More recently, a huge interest on the study of
these periodic structures has flourished in connection with the
discovery of the extraordinary optical transmission (EOT) phe-
nomenon [5]. Since then, hundreds of papers have been pub-
lished on the topic and, nowadays, EOT is quite well understood
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(see, for instance, a number of comprehensive and authorita-
tive reviews in [6]–[11]). A point of view on EOT alternative to
the widely accepted theory of the interaction of the impinging
wave with surface waves supported by the periodic structure
was reported in [12]. In this latter work, the electrically small
aperture involved in the process is seen as a reactive disconti-
nuity in the path of an electromagnetic mode propagating along
a waveguide. The waveguide can be a real waveguide, such as
the circular-section waveguide considered in [13] and [14], or a
virtual waveguide accounting for each of the unit cells of the pe-
riodically perforated screen [12], [15], [16]. This point of view
is very fruitful because it leads straightforwardly to a circuit-like
model having just a few parameters to be determined. Models of
this type have been successfully adapted to various structures,
such as simple and compound slit gratings [17]. Note that once
the parameters of the circuit model are known, the transmission
and reflection coefficients of the structure can be accurately gen-
erated for a very wide frequency range, thus avoiding lengthy
calculations. Apart from the computational advantage, the qual-
itative response of the system can easily be anticipated from
simple circuit-theory-based reasoning.
Many analytical approaches proposed to study the above

structures have been restricted to free-standing metal structures.
The presence of dielectric slabs to mechanically support the
patterned metal surface, although not always mandatory, is
often required. Furthermore, dielectric slab manipulation can
give the designer additional control on the transmission/reflec-
tion properties of the periodic structure. Due to this reason,
some authors have paid attention to the analysis of metallic
perforated screens printed on dielectric slabs [18]–[21]. The
presence of the dielectric slabs makes the transmission spec-
trum much richer than that of the free-standing structures.
Hence, periodically patterned metallic structures printed on
dielectric substrates have been of common use in microwave
and antenna engineering: these are the so-called frequency
selective surfaces (FSSs). This kind of filtering structure has
exhaustively been studied for many years. The essentials of
their history, performance, and design techniques can be found
in a well-known textbook [22]. In the microwaves and antennas
literature, most of the attention has been paid to the study of
what it might be called conventional transmissivity/reflectivity.
This can be motivated by the search for practical engineering
applications rather than new electromagnetic effects. Never-
theless, the tools developed for the fast analysis and design of
conventional FSSs (namely, circuit modeling techniques) could
be adapted to account for the exotic phenomena that attract the
attention of physicists and experts in optics.

0018-9480/$31.00 © 2012 IEEE
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The use of circuit models to deal with the electromagnetic be-
havior of periodic metallic, dielectric or metalo-dielectric struc-
tures has a long tradition. Circuit models were widely used to ex-
plain the filtering properties of 2-D diffraction grids employed
in the design of infrared filters [23]–[25]. The same method-
ology can also be applied in other frequency ranges (see, for
instance, [26]–[30], among many other papers). However, the
circuit models proposed in the literature are often limited to fre-
quencies significantly below the onset of the grating lobes of
the periodic structure, which means that the unit-cell dimen-
sions are smaller than the operating wavelength. This is an im-
portant drawback to explore the part of the frequency spec-
trum that exhibits exotic characteristics. Moreover, no system-
atic method is usually provided to build the circuit topology and
to compute the circuit parameters. Thus, most of the available
circuit models fail when dealing with relatively complex phe-
nomena, such as extraordinary transmission or complex trans-
mission spectra caused by the interaction of higher order modes.
Due to this, it is important to develop new strategies to effi-
ciently deal with this problem. In this way, a very accurate cir-
cuit model that incorporates some closed-form frequency-de-
pendent components and transmission lines has been reported in
[31] for the modeling of 2-D arrays of dipoles sandwiched be-
tween dielectric slabs. The problem of arrays of infinitely long
narrow slits made in metal screens has recently been solved
in [32] for the special case of TM normal incidence. In [33]
and [34], a similar model has also been used to deal with the
so-called anomalous extraordinary transmission of a periodic
2-D structure.
The purpose of the present work is then to extend the heuristic

approach presented in [32]–[34] in order to provide a more rig-
orous analytical basis to account for a number of new situations
for narrow slit/strip systems sandwiched between different di-
electric slabs under oblique incidence and TM/TE polarizations.
Particular cases of the general situations to be considered in this
work are shown in Fig. 1. In the notation employed for the spe-
cific layered media in this figure, it has been considered that
medium (1) is the first dielectric slab found by the impinging
wave coming from the free-space left hand side (free space will
always be denoted by superscript (0)). The following dielec-
tric slabs are denoted by superscript , with . The
case of slits/strips placed in the boundary between two semi-in-
finite media was studied in two classical papers by Guglielmi
and Oliner [35], [36]. Unfortunately, the presence of dielectric
slabs was not considered in the methodology reported in [35]
and [36]. Now, our proposed technique provides a suitable cir-
cuit model for a very general situation with just one parameter to
be numerically calculated. This parameter could eventually be
known in closed form or, in general, extracted from one value
of the scattering parameters computed at one specific frequency
point (a method-of-moment scheme is used in this paper for this
purpose). A number of examples will illustrate how our simple
equivalent-circuit model accounts for the most fine details of the
complex transmission/reflection spectra exhibited by this kind
of lamellar gratings. The limits of validity of our model are also
discussed.

II. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM AND THEORETICAL BASIS

In this section, we investigate the nature of the circuit models
accounting for the physical situations depicted in Fig. 1. An

Fig. 1. Structures under study. (a) Slit grating consisting of a periodic distribu-
tion of relatively narrow slits made in a thin metal sheet embedded in a stratified
dielectric medium. (b) Strip grating, similar to (a) but with narrow strips instead
of narrow slits. The structures are illuminated with uniform TEM waves with
an arbitrary angle of incidence.

infinitely thin metallic screen periodically perforated with slits
(slit grating) and sandwiched between two different layered di-
electric media is depicted in Fig. 1(a). The quasi-dual structure
consisting of an array of parallel metal strips placed in a sim-
ilar dielectric environment is considered in Fig. 1(b). A TM- or
TE-polarized plane wave impinges on any of these structures.
If the metal is removed, the incident wave would partially be
reflected and transmitted through every interface between the
dielectric layers. As is well known, this last problem can be
studied in terms of an analogous transmission line network in
which each dielectric layer is represented by a length of trans-
mission line whose characteristic impedance is given by the
wave impedance inside the layer [37]. The presence of the peri-
odic metallic pattern can be accounted for by adding appropriate
circuit elements to this basic transmission line background. Al-
though there are many different circuits that could fit the exper-
imental or numerically obtained reflection/transmission curves,
an appropriate choice based on physical and/or mathematical
considerations is key to keep the number of parameters as small
as possible while yielding very good accuracy in a wide fre-
quency band. Thus, in this section, we provide the theoretical
foundation for the proposed circuit models for the situations de-
picted in Fig. 1. Under the assumption of electrically narrow
slits/strips (or equivalently wide strips/slots), the topology of
the appropriate equivalent circuits that account for the presence
of metal strips/slits is easily inferred from the field equations at
both sides of the discontinuity. For the sake of clarity, the deriva-
tion is first presented in detail for the case of normal incidence.
Once the circuit models are obtained for this case, it is shown
how they can be straightforwardly extended to the general case
of oblique incidence.
Due to the periodic nature of the structure and the excita-

tion, the problem can be reduced to the study of a single unit
cell. Taking into account the symmetries of the structure, the
unit cell is equivalent to a parallel-plate waveguide with elec-
tric/magnetic walls for normal TM/TE polarization of the in-
cident wave. Inside the equivalent waveguide the screen acts
as a capacitive/inductive iris discontinuity. This discontinuity
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launches higher order modes that are coupled between them-
selves and with the incident field. Since modes of different order
only couple mutually at the screen and not at the dielectric in-
terfaces, our initial goal in next section will be to find the equiv-
alent circuit that models the behavior of an iris discontinuity
between two parallel-plate waveguides filled with different ho-
mogeneous dielectric slabs.

A. Narrow Slits, Normal Incidence

The unit cell problem under consideration is shown in Fig. 2.
Due to the invariance of the problem along the direction of the
slits , the TM/TE incident wave only excites TM/TE modes
at the iris plane [TM: , TE: ]. For both TM
and TE excitations, the corresponding transverse (to ) compo-
nent of the electric field at both sides of the discontinuity can
be expressed in terms of its modal expansion at as (an
implicit time dependence of the type is assumed and
suppressed throughout the ongoing derivations)

(1)

(2)

where superscript , 1, 2 refers to region (see Fig. 2),
and are the reflection and transmission coefficients, respec-
tively (an incident TEM wave with unit amplitude electric field
has been considered), and is the transverse modal
wavenumber of the th higher order mode. Similarly, the corre-
sponding transverse magnetic field is given by

(3)

(4)

where is the following modal admittance of the th mode
in region :

TM modes

TE modes
(5)

with

(6)

being the longitudinal wavenumber of mode in region and

(7)

the intrinsic wavenumber and impedance of the dielectric
medium in region , respectively.
The transverse electric field must be zero on the perfect

conductor screen and continuous across the slit region. There-
fore, the transverse component of the electric field satisfies

Fig. 2. Representation of the basic unit cell problems to be solved for normal
incidence of TM/TE waves on a slit-like grating system. The top and bottom
plane surfaces defining the generalized parallel plate waveguide will be perfect
electric/magnetic walls for TM/TEwaves. A general circuit valid for calculating
the scattering parameters of the fundamental TEM mode is given at the bottom
of the figure.

for all values of . Hence, the coefficients
of their modal expansions have to be equal, namely,

(8)

(9)

Note that (8) represents the continuity of the voltage in the trans-
mission line model. Next we examine the projection of the tan-
gential electric field over the modal profiles, given by the fol-
lowing integral:

(10)

Due to the perfect conductor boundary condition on the metallic
region, the integrand in (10) is nonzero only in the slit region

. Also, for narrow slits and not very high
values of , the cosine profile is approximately constant and
equal to unity over the slit. Taking these facts into account, we
have

(11)

Introducing the modal expansion (1) in (11), it is obtained the
following relation between the TEM and the higher order coef-
ficients:

(12)

Introducing now this approximation (valid in the narrow slit
limit) into (3) and (4), and enforcing the continuity of the mag-
netic field across the slit , it is obtained that

(13)
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Enforcing a point matching condition at , (13) leads to the
following expression for the reflection coefficient:

(14)

If the global admittance of the equivalent circuit that would ac-
count for the scattered higher order modes in Fig. 2 is denoted
as , basic transmission line theory tell us that the reflection
coefficient is given by

(15)

Comparing (14) and (15), the admittance of the equivalent cir-
cuit can be identified as

(16)

which clearly suggests an equivalent circuit that consists of
a simple parallel connection of the modal admittances of the
higher order modes, multiplied by two.
Although the above derivation is basically correct, there are

some nuances that need further discussion. The approxima-
tion [and also (12)] is accurate provided that

. As a consequence, we cannot retain a high number
of higher order modes in the sums in (13), (14), and (16). In
fact, for TE modes, it is found that for , which
would make (16) divergent. We could simply truncate the above
series at some suitable value of , but although this strategy
can provide accurate results, it is not useful in practice due to
its instability and the difficulty in finding a general criterion
for the number of terms to be retained in each specific case.
Fortunately, the contribution of these “problematic” higher
order modes can easily be taken into account in an alternative
way, resulting in a much more stable and reliable model, as
explained next.
The contribution of modes with very high order gives rise to a

strongly evanescent reactive field, confined in the close vicinity
of the screen. As such, it seems reasonable to model the effect
of this field as a given capacitance/inductance for TM/TE polar-
ization. The mathematical reason for that comes from the fre-
quency behavior of the modal admittances in (5), which
can be written as

TM modes

TE modes

(17)

where is the operating frequency and

(18)

is the cutoff frequency of mode in region ( is the speed
of light in vacuum). If the operating frequency is much lower

than the cutoff frequency of the first higher order mode, then
all the modal admittances in (17) are positive (negative) imag-
inary quantities and approximately proportional to for
TM (TE) modes. Hence, the global effect of the discontinuity
can appropriately be accounted for by a frequency-independent
capacitance/inductance for TM/TE polarization. However, as
frequency increases, the lowest higher order modes get close
to their cutoff frequency (and eventually become propagative)
and, thus, the full frequency dependence of their admittances
given in (5) or (17) must be taken into account. However, the
remaining higher order modes are still far below their cutoff fre-
quency and their global contribution can still be described, to a
good approximation, by a single frequency-independent capac-
itance/inductance. It is worth mentioning that the basic idea of
the separation of the contribution of propagative and evanescent
modes has been extensively used in the study of waveguides and
free-standing gratings [38]–[40].
According to the above discussion and the parallel connec-

tion already inferred, the equivalent admittance of our proposed
circuit can be written as

TM
TE

(19)

where there is only one parameter to be determined, namely,
for TM and for TE polarization. It should be em-

phasized that this model has neither been proposed heuristi-
cally nor is based on qualitative reasoning. Rather, it has been
deduced as a valid approximation following a rigorous proce-
dure based on the continuity of the fields and the appropriate
boundary conditions at the screen. The equivalent admittance
in (19) is clearly formed by a parallel connection of ad-
mittances whose values are twice the modal admittances of the
first higher order modes at both sides of the discontinuity
together with a global capacitance/inductance accounting for
the contribution of the infinite set of remaining TM/TE higher
order modes. In most practical situations, the required is very
low, as it will be shown later. Here, it is important to note that
the modal admittances at both sides of the screen appear in the
model multiplied by the same factor. This might seem surprising
since the screen is surrounded by different dielectric media,
and hence it could be expected that the factors accompanying
both admittances were different (in other words, these factors
could be expected to depend on the permittivity of the dielectric
medium). However, the derivation of the equivalent circuit sug-
gests that these factors are not different because they are related
to the vertical modal profiles, which clearly do not depend
on the permittivity of the medium but only on the order of the
mode and the size of the waveguide.

B. Narrow Strips, Normal Incidence

For the narrow strip limit, the situation to be considered is
depicted in Fig. 3 (strip-like grating). Here, we use the modal
expansion of the fields already proposed in (1)–(4), the relations
(8) and (9), and consider the following projection of the mag-
netic field discontinuity over the cosine profiles:

(20)
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Similar to (10), the integrand of (20) is zero for . Also,
for narrow strips and not very high values of , the cosines can
be approximated by unity for , obtaining

(21)

Using (3), (4), (8), and (9) in (21), it is obtained that

(22)
Taking into account the boundary condition for the electric field
on the strip surface

(23)

and making use of (1) and (22), we have

(24)

After enforcing a point matching condition at in this last
equation, the reflection coefficient can finally be written as

(25)

Thus, the global impedance of the equivalent circuit is found to
be

(26)

Hence, the proposed equivalent impedance of the one-parameter
circuit model for narrow strips is given by

TM
TE.

(27)

The equivalent circuit then consists of series connected
elements, of which are shunt connections between the admit-
tances of the th higher order mode in regions 1 and 2, divided
by two. The last series-connected component is a global capac-
itance or inductance accounting for the very high-order modes.

C. Generalization to Oblique Incidence

In the case of oblique incidence, the unit-cell problem to be
considered consists of a discontinuity in a generalized parallel-
plate waveguide with periodic boundary conditions (instead of
electric or magnetic walls). The modal expansion of the fields

Fig. 3. Representation of the basic unit cell problems to be solved for normal
incidence of TM/TE waves on a strip-like grating system. The top and bottom
plane surfaces defining the generalized parallel plate waveguide will be perfect
conductors for TM waves and perfect magnetic conductors for TE waves. A
general circuit valid for calculating the scattering parameters of the fundamental
TEM mode is given at the bottom of the figure.

at is now a Floquet-series expansion. For each of the
modes of the normal incidence case, we have now a pair of
positive/negative order spatial harmonics, namely,

(28)

(29)

and

(30)

(31)

where

(32)

is the component of the incident wavevector tangential to the
screen ( is the phase shift impressed by the incident wave be-
tween adjacent unit cells). Each spatial harmonic plays the role
of a mode of the unit-cell in the generalized waveguide problem,
whose “modal” admittance can be computed from (5) with

(33)

The cutoff frequency of the spatial harmonic in medium
( 1, 2) is given by

(34)
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and its “modal” transverse field profile is . Consid-
ering now that this transverse field profile can be approximated
as

for and (35)

we obtain expressions completely analogous to the ones pre-
sented in the preceding two sections for the case of normal
incidence. Thus, the following one-parameter equivalent ad-
mittance is obtained for the circuit model accounting for the
narrow-slit case:

TM
TE

(36)

whereas, for the narrow-strip case, we obtain

TM
TE.

(37)

The corresponding equivalent circuits are similar to those ob-
tained in previous sections, except for the factor 2 appearing
in each term in (19) and (27), which is now absent. It makes
the models for normal and oblique incidence mutually consis-
tent, since as , both and tend to the corre-
sponding modal admittance of the normal-incidence th-order
mode. Thus, the corresponding terms in (36) or (37) add
together to yield one single term multiplied by the factor 2.
At this point, it should be noticed that the approximation

used to obtain the normal incidence models is
correct up to the second order in , whereas

is valid only up to first order. Therefore, it is ex-
pected that the range of validity of the circuit model for oblique
incidence is more restricted. Nevertheless, even for oblique in-
cidence, the proposed one-parameter models are found to be
quite robust and provide accurate results for and

, which is remarkable.

D. Finite Thickness Dielectric Layers and Losses

The equivalent-circuit models developed in preceding sec-
tions account for the coupling of the different modes (or spatial
harmonics) at the periodic screen sandwiched between semi-in-
finite dielectric media. If finite-thickness dielectric slabs are
now incorporated in the analysis, it should be considered that
each mode is also partially reflected and transmitted at each
dielectric interface, without coupling with modes of different
order. As commented above, the propagation of each mode
through the dielectric slabs (and its transmission/reflection
at the interfaces) can be rigorously described in terms of a
transmission line network in which each dielectric layer is rep-
resented by a length of transmission line whose characteristic
impedance is the modal impedance inside the corresponding
dielectric medium. Therefore, the presence of the different
dielectric slabs can be straightforwardly incorporated in the
model by simply replacing the modal admittances in (19),
(27), (36), and (37) with the input admittances of the cor-
responding transmission lines. Note that, in most practical
cases, the incident wave comes from free-space, and thus the
component of the incident wavevector tangential to the screen
is (the expression given in (32) was for the

Fig. 4. Unit cell for a multilayer slit-like grating structure together with its
equivalent circuit (see expression (36)). The definition of the required input ad-
mittances (for the right and left sides) can be deduced from the bottom circuits.

Fig. 5. Unit cell for a multilayer strip-like grating structure together with its
equivalent circuit (see expression (37)). The input admittances (for the right
and left sides) can be deduced from the bottom circuits in Fig. 4.

case of two semi-infinite dielectric media). As an example,
Fig. 4 shows the model for normal incidence in the case of a slit
grating sandwiched between a dielectric slab at the left-hand
side and two dielectric slabs at the right-hand side. The strip
grating version is depicted in Fig. 5.
When a higher order mode becomes propagative inside the

dielectric layers, the corresponding input admittance may ex-
hibit a complicated frequency behavior, including zeros, poles,
and sign reversals. It may result in an equivalent admittance that
behaves as a short/open circuit at given frequency values, and
also in a change of its global reactive nature from capacitive to
inductive, and vice versa. This rich frequency behavior is the
reason for the transmission and reflection peaks introduced by
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the presence of the dielectric slabs and, in general, for all the
new phenomenology observed in the sophisticated spectra of
these structures.
According to the above discussion, the number of terms

whose complete frequency dependence must be taken into
account ( for normal incidence and for oblique
incidence) in order to accurately reproduce the transmission
behavior of the structure is determined by the number of higher
order modes (or spatial harmonics) that become propagative in-
side the dielectric with the highest permittivity in the frequency
range of interest. In addition, the first evanescent mode should
also be included if its cutoff frequency is close to be reached.
As a consequence, the number of terms in the equivalent cir-
cuits (lumped elements characterized by the input admittances
shown in Figs. 4 and 5) is usually small for most practical
cases. For an incident wave impinging from free space at an
incidence angle , the cutoff frequency of the spatial
harmonic inside an homogeneous dielectric layer with relative
permittivity is given by

(38)

and thus the number of higher order modes whose cutoff fre-
quencies inside this dielectric layer is below the onset of the
first grating lobe is

(39)

where indicates the nearest smaller integer. Therefore, for
most practical cases, one single mode is commonly
enough for low permittivity slabs whereas 3, 4
would generally suffice for high permittivity substrates.
Finally, dielectric losses can be taken into account by simply

introducing the complex value of the permittivity

(40)

in the expressions of the modal wavenumbers and characteristic
admittances.

E. Computation of the Circuit Parameters

The equivalent-circuit models reported in previous sub-
sections have only one parameter to be determined. This
quasi-static capacitance/inductance appearing in expressions
(19), (27), (36), and (37) can be known in closed form in some
limiting cases although, in general, it can be computed from
a single full-wave numerical modeling of the structure under
study. Different specific strategies can be followed to relate the
circuit parameters to the full-wave results. In the following, it
is briefly explained the strategy used in this work to obtain the
numerical results presented in Section III.
Using a full-wave numerical technique, one can obtain the

amplitude of the modal fields propagating to the left and to the
right inside each dielectric layer for a given amplitude of the in-
cident wave. (Here, our choice has been a method of moments
using multiple basis functions that incorporate the edge singu-
larities.) In order to obtain a simple linear relation between the
full-wave data and the circuit parameters, we consider the re-
flection coefficient of the TEM wave (or the zeroth-order spa-

tial harmonic in the case of oblique incidence) that propagates
inside the dielectric layer just at the immediate left side of the
screen ( ). This reflection coefficient is denoted as
and, according to our models, can be obtained in terms of the
admittances in the equivalent circuit as

(41)

where is the TEM wave admittance inside the dielectric
medium to the immediate left of the screen, is the input
admittance of the TEM transmission line network at the right
side of the screen, and is the global equivalent admittance
that accounts for the effect of the slit/strip discontinuity. From
(41), this equivalent admittance can be expressed as

(42)

For the case of narrow slits and TM normal incidence, after
introducing the generalization of (19) to multiple dielectric
layers into (42), it is found that

(43)

where and are the input admittances of the transmis-
sion line network corresponding to the th higher order mode at
the left- and right-hand sides of the screen, respectively. Given
the value of at one given frequency, the value of the
parameter can readily be obtained from (43). In practice, it is
recommended to compute at a low-frequency value where
the circuit model is virtually exact; specifically, we have used

1 GHz for a structure with 5 mm, which means
, with the (0) superscript denoting vacuum.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we discuss the two main features of the quasi-
analytical model here proposed: i) the numerical efficiency that
is achieved by the combination of our equivalent-circuit model
with a single full-wave computation to obtain even very com-
plex spectra in a wide frequency band, and ii) the predictive
ability of our approach, which provides us with information to
qualitatively understand the details of the transmission/reflec-
tion spectra.
To start with, we consider the case of narrow strips printed

on a dielectric slab under normal TM illumination. Fig. 6 shows
the magnitude of the reflection coefficient for this situation. The
results obtained for the strip grating without the slab and for
the slab without the metal grating are also shown for compar-
ison purposes. The free-standing strip grating is, as expected,
almost transparent along the whole explored frequency range,
with a slight increase of reflectivity as frequency increases. Due
to the weak interaction of the impinging wave with the metal
grating, one could expect that the narrow strips only slightly dis-
turb the reflection properties of a dielectric slab without metallic
loading. This is approximately what is observed in Fig. 6 ex-
cept for a sharp reflection peak located at about 56.26 GHz. The
values shown as circles in the figure have been computed using
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Fig. 6. Magnitude of the reflection coefficient for a strip grating printed on a
dielectric slab under TM normal illumination. The reflection coefficient of the
free-standing strip array and the reflection coefficient of the unloaded dielectric
slab are also shown. Structure parameters: 5 mm, 1 mm, 1 mm,

.

the TM-polarization one-parameter circuit model in (27) (addi-
tionally, in (27); only the first higher order frequency-de-
pendent input admittance is explicitly considered since only
that mode propagates inside the dielectric region). Note that the
equivalent-circuit model accounts very accurately for the reflec-
tion spectrum of the structure.
The narrow-band reflection peak in Fig. 6 can be considered

an example of extraordinary reflection [7] induced, in this case,
by the presence of the dielectric slab. The circuit model also pro-
vides a simple and clear qualitative explanation of the existence
of this extraordinary reflection peak. For that purpose, we con-
sider the equivalent circuit proposed for this specific situation
in Fig. 7. In this figure, is the capacitance associated with
the below-cutoff first higher order mode in free space, given by

(44)

This capacitance has a pole singularity at the cutoff frequency
of the first higher order mode in free space (i.e., at the onset of
the first grating lobe), 59.96 GHz. The input admittance
of the right hand side transmission line associated with the first
higher order mode is

(45)

which takes into account the presence of the dielectric slab on
the contribution of this specific mode. For low frequency values,
at which the first higher order mode is evanescent in the di-
electric region, the characteristic admittance is capacitive
(imaginary and positive), feature that is passed on to the input
admittance . At the cutoff frequency of this mode in the di-
electric region, 40.42 GHz, has a singularity, but
the wavenumber is zero, and the input admittance remains
capacitive and finite. For frequencies above , is real
and decreases as frequency increases. On the other hand,

Fig. 7. Circuit model for the specific situation studied in Fig. 6.

has a pole at and, therefore, at some frequency between
and , we will find that

(46)

where the denominator of (45) becomes zero. At this frequency,
the input admittance becomes infinite, causing a short cir-
cuit that leaves only the higher order capacitance, , in the
equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 7. For higher frequencies, the
denominator in (45) reverses its sign causing that becomes
inductive. At frequencies slightly above the singularity of ,
this inductive input admittance is very large and dominates over

. However, taking into account once again that grows
to infinity at , it is clear that this capacitance gains relevance
as frequency is further increased, which counteracts the induc-
tive admittance and decreases the value of the global ad-
mittance of the parallel connection between both of them. Even-
tually, this global inductive admittancewill cancel out the higher
order capacitance , namely,

(47)

When this condition is satisfied, the complete equivalent circuit
in Fig. 7 acts as a resonant LC series, short-circuiting the trans-
mission line and causing the incident wave to be totally reflected
by the dielectric loaded strip grating. Note that this resonance
takes place at a frequency between the divergence of the input
admittance [given by condition (46)] and the onset of the first
grating lobe ( 59.96 GHz in our case).
As neither nor depend on the thickness of the di-

electric slab, , it is clear that (46) is satisfied at a higher fre-
quency value for smaller values of , making the total reflection
peak move closer to for thinner dielectric slabs. Also, the
peak will be narrower due to the more pronounced frequency
dependence of . A similar shift of the reflection peak to
higher frequencies is expected when the slab permittivity is de-
creased, due to the increase of the cutoff frequency of the first
higher order mode in the slab region. All the above predictions
are confirmed in Fig. 8, which shows the reflection coefficient
for different values of the slab thickness and permittivity. As
it can be observed, the agreement between the results provided
by the circuit model and the very accurate full-wave method of
moments (MoM) data is excellent in all cases. An interesting
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Fig. 8. Reflection coefficient of the geometry in Fig. 6 for several values of: (a)
the thickness of the dielectric slab ( 5 mm, 1 mm, ); and
(b) the dielectric constant ( 5 mm, 1 mm, 1 mm). Solid lines:
results obtained using a full-wave method of moments code. Discrete points:
Data provided by our equivalent circuit (27) with .

feature of the reflection curves in Fig. 8(a) is that the total re-
flection peak is followed by a dip in the reflection coefficient
(i.e., a transmission peak), which becomes more pronounced for
the smallest values of . The equivalent circuit also provides a
simple explanation for this detail. The input admittance of the
transmission line that models the propagation of the TEM wave
to the right of the grating can be written as

(48)

In the electrically thin limit, , (48) can be reduced to

(49)

if only first-order terms are retained in the small parameter ex-
pansion. This represents a parallel connection of the free-space
admittance and a small capacitance that can be interpreted as
the difference between the capacitance of the short length of
transmission line representing the TEM wave in the dielectric

Fig. 9. Evolution of the position and bandwidth of the extraordinary reflec-
tion peak of the structure in Fig. 6 when varying the strip width . Solid lines
represent full-wave MoM results whereas the discrete points are the data ob-
tained using our equivalent circuit (27) with . Structure parameters:
(a) 5 mm, 1 mm, (same as Fig. 6). (b) Same as (a) but
with a practical lossy substrate with .

and the capacitance representing the same length in vacuum.
Now, for frequencies slightly above the short circuit condition
(47), the admittance of the parallel connection of and
is of inductive nature and slightly smaller than . Then,
the admittance of the complete equivalent circuit is inductive
and very large. However, as quickly grows as frequency
further increases (recall that this parameter has a singularity at

), it will compensate for the inductive admittance , thus
reducing the inductive global admittance of the complete equiv-
alent circuit, which indeed will become zero when

. During this process, the global inductive admittance of
the complete equivalent circuit will eventually cancel out the
capacitance introduced by the TEM input admittance in (49),
giving rise to an almost perfect impedance matching (very low
reflection) for very thin dielectric slabs.
Next, we study the influence of the strip width, . This study

is very important since, in principle, the proposed equivalent-
circuit model is valid only in the narrow strip limit. Fig. 9(a)
shows the excursion of the reflection peak for different values
of . Specifically, as the strip width increases, becomes
larger thereby shifting the reflection peak towards lower fre-
quencies. The figure also shows that the results provided by our
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one-parameter circuit model start to deteriorate as the strips be-
come wider. However, the results are excellent up to 1 mm
(i.e., for ). For 1.25 mm, the model still pro-
vides very accurate results, whereas for 1.5 mm, the devi-
ation is more noticeable; nevertheless, the relative error in the
position of the peak is less than 0.4%.
It was already mentioned that dielectric losses can be incor-

porated in a straightforward way in the model. Thus, Fig. 9(b)
shows the same results as in Fig. 9(a) but now for a practical
low-loss dielectric substrate . The parameter of
the circuit model, , is obtained from the full-wave results at
one single frequency value (1 GHz) for the lossless structure. In
other words, the same value of the parameter is used in both
Fig. 9(a) and (b). A slight deviation with respect to the full-wave
results is observed for the wider strips, very similar to the loss-
less structure in Fig. 9(a). It can be observed that the decrease
of the reflected power due to the presence of dielectric losses is
very accurately predicted by the circuit model. As expected, the
effect of losses is more significant for the narrower strips (the
peaks are sharper). However, even for the narrowest considered
strips 0.5 mm , the reflection peak is still quite noticeable,
and the gratings with strips of 1 mm and wider are almost
unaffected by the small dielectric losses here considered.
The previous spectra were obtained for a strip grating printed

on a thin low-permittivity substrate. It is clearly expected that
the spectra increase their complexity for high-permittivity
and/or thick substrates. Results (not included) obtained for
different strip widths in the case of a high-permittivity substrate
show that the range of applicability of the circuit model is
slightly reduced with respect to the low-permittivity case.
As a general rule, it has been found that our models provide
reasonably accurate results for and .
In Fig. 10, we study the performance of the equivalent-cir-

cuit model for a slit grating printed on a dielectric slab under
normal TE incidence conditions. The transmission coefficient
for the free-standing screen (i.e., without the dielectric slab)
is also shown. As expected, the transmission is very low over
most of the explored frequency band. However, the presence
of the dielectric slab gives rise to a sharp transmission peak at

56 GHz, followed by a transmission zero (Fano-like reso-
nance). Again, our circuit model very accurately reproduces the
transmission behavior of the printed slit grating and provides a
simple qualitative explanation of the observed behavior. shahb
The equivalent circuit for the configuration studied in Fig. 10

is depicted in Fig. 11, where represents the inductance as-
sociated with the below-cutoff first higher order mode in free
space, which is given by

(50)

The value of the admittance of the global higher order induc-
tance is very high when compared with the characteristic
admittances of the lines, thus explaining the overall strong re-
flection for most of the considered frequency range. The input
admittance can be written as

(51)

Fig. 10. Magnitude of the transmission coefficient under normal TE illumina-
tion for a slit grating with 1 mm and 5 mm printed on a dielectric
substrate with thickness 1.5 mm and . The transmission coef-
ficient of the free-standing grating (without dielectric slab) and of the unloaded
dielectric slab are also shown.

Fig. 11. Circuit model for the situation studied in Fig. 10.

Fig. 12. Magnitude of the transmission coefficient for the same slit grating pre-
viously considered in Fig. 10, but printed on dielectric slabs with several dif-
ferent thicknesses and permittivity . Solid lines: data obtained from
a full-wave MoM technique. Discrete symbols: data computed from the equiv-
alent-circuit model (19) with term.

At low frequencies, this admittance is inductive. However,
is singular at the onset frequency of the first grating lobe
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Fig. 13. Magnitude of the transmission coefficient at normal incidence. The period is 5 mm and the slit/strip width is . The grating is embedded
in the layered media shown in Fig. 1 with , , , 1.5 mm. All the dielectric layers are lossy with .
(a) Slit grating under TE illumination. (b) Slit grating under TM illumination. (c) Strip grating under TE illumination. (d) Strip grating under TM illumination.

59.96 GHz . Therefore, becomes capacitive at
certain frequency below satisfying

(52)

For thin substrates, this capacitive admittance is much lower
than the global higher order admittance given by ,
and thus only strong reflection is expected for any frequency.
However, if the electrical length of the transmission line
corresponding to the first higher order mode inside the di-
electric approaches one quarter of the dielectric wavelength

, then might become significant. In fact,
for those frequencies where this transmission line is slightly
larger than one quarter of the wavelength, the tangent functions
in (51) become negative, large and quickly decaying. Thus, the
denominator of in (51) will eventually vanish, causing
this admittance to become infinite, which explains the transmis-
sion zero. Moreover, as the capacitive admittance grows
towards its divergence point, at some frequency value, it will
counteract the and contributions to make the complete
equivalent circuit behave as a resonant tank (open circuit).
At this frequency, the slit grating does not have any effect on the
impinging wave and the value of the transmission coefficient
will be the same as for the dielectric slab alone, which means
a considerable increase in the transmission level with respect

Fig. 14. Transmission coefficient for a strip-like grating under TE illumina-
tion. The strips are extremely narrow ( ), in such a way that
strong transmission is expected along the shown frequency range. However
transmission zeros or dips induced by the presence of the slab are observed.
Data: 5 mm, 1.5 mm, .

to the situation without slab (see Fig. 10). However, the trans-
mission peak observed in the spectrum is even higher than the
expected from this reasoning. To explain this fact, it should be
considered that the input admittance of the right hand side TEM
transmission line given by in (48), which is capacitive
at low frequencies, has already become inductive (remind that
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Fig. 15. Magnitude of the transmission coefficient under TM oblique incidence of a slit grating ( 5 mm, 0.5 mm) embedded in the layered media shown
in Fig. 1 with , , , 1.5 mm. All the dielectric layers are lossy with . (a) 10 , (b)

30 , (c) 60 , and (d) 80 .

, which means that the length of transmission
line corresponding to the TEM mode in the dielectric is already
larger than one quarter of the wavelength). In consequence, for
frequencies above the resonance, the growing capacitive
admittance of the equivalent circuit compensates the inductive
part of and results in an even higher transmission peak.
The studied phenomenon is the same reported in [19] or, more
recently, in [33] and [34].
Previously, it was mentioned that the slit grating under TE

illumination does not exhibit peaks of extraordinary transmis-
sion unless the electrical thickness of the substrate reaches cer-
tain threshold. This can be clearly observed in Fig. 12, where
only the curves with 1 mm show total transmission peaks,
in agreement with the conclusions in [33]. A study carried out
(not explicitly shown) on the efficiency and range of applica-
bility of the equivalent-circuit model yields basically the same
conclusions as for the strip grating under TM polarization.
As a final example of normal incidence, Fig. 13 collects all

the possible scenarios of TM/TE polarizations and strip/slit grat-
ings. The gratings are embedded in a multilayered environment
as that shown in Figs. 4 and 5, whose characteristics are detailed
in the caption of Fig. 13. Themultilayered nature of the structure
makes the observed reflection/transmission spectra have mul-
tiple peaks and dips. However, and despite the very involved
shape of the different spectra, all the situations are very ac-
curately accounted for by our one-parameter equivalent-circuit
model. It is remarkable that with the use of only one low-fre-

quency full-wave datum, the equivalent-circuit model is able to
reproduce even the extremely narrow-band details of the spectra
(it should be noted that the obtaining of these narrow-band de-
tails via the full-wave method requires a very fine frequency
sweeping—about 2000 frequency points in our computations to
generate the curves in Fig. 13).
In order to validate our model under oblique incidence con-

ditions Fig. 14 shows the transmission coefficient in the case
of narrow strips and parallel polarization (TE) for three dif-
ferent incidence angles. For normal incidence, a behavior that
is quasi-dual to the one reported in [19] and [33] or in Fig. 12
is observed (there is a strong narrow band transmission zero
not expected in the absence of dielectric slab). This behavior
can easily be explained from our circuit model. It is interesting
to see how, for oblique incidence, the transmission zero splits
into two dips. According to our model, it happens because of
the splitting of each modal admittance into the pair of admit-
tances associated with the corresponding spatial harmonics of
positive and negative order. It should be noted that, for oblique
incidence with 5 , the higher frequency dip is a perfect
zero whereas for 10 this dip no longer reaches zero. The
reason for that behavior can be explained looking at the cutoff
frequencies of the first higher order spatial harmonic in free
space: 55.15 GHz for 5 and 51.09 GHz
for 10 . It can be observed that the dips are below the
grating lobe regime for 5 , whereas the second dip for

10 is already within the grating lobe regime. In this
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latter case, the input admittance of the harmonic is re-
sistive for , thus precluding the appearance of a perfect
short circuit.
In Fig. 15, it is shown a final example of oblique incidence

and TM polarization for a slit-like grating embedded in a
multilayered environment [this structure was already studied
in Fig. 13(b) for normal incidence]. Full-wave MoM data are
compared with those computed from the equivalent-circuit
model for several angles of incidence (the whole spectra here
considered require hundreds to thousands of evaluations of the
scattering parameters when obtained from the full-wave numer-
ical approach). This comparison shows a very good agreement
in spite of the high number of peaks and dips observed in
the transmission spectrum. In the present case, it is impor-
tant to point out that our simple one-parameter models allow
us to reproduce the spectrum even beyond the grating-lobe
regime. The appearance of the grating-lobe regimes are at the
following frequencies: 51.09 GHz for 10 ,

39.97 GHz for 30 , 32.13 GHz for

60 , and 30.21 GHz for 80 . It is some-
what surprising that this very simple equivalent-circuit model
can provide so accurately results for frequencies so high in the
grating-lobe regime as that shown, for example, in Fig. 15(d).

IV. CONCLUSION

This paper has reported a quasi-analytical method to model
strip-like and slit-like diffraction gratings printed or embedded
in layered structures. The method provides different equiva-
lent-circuit models for different polarizations and different types
of structures. Each of these models allow us to reproduce the
characteristics of complex reflection/transmission spectra using
just one adjustable parameter, which can be computed from
full-wave data generated at a single frequency point. In con-
trast with previously published works on the topic, the models
are not restricted to the low-frequency limit or to the semi-infi-
nite medium approximation. Recently reported phenomena such
as extraordinary transmission/reflection induced by the pres-
ence of dielectric slabs are easily explained within the proposed
simple circuit-theory frame. The accuracy of the quasi-analyt-
ical results is surprisingly good beyond the apparent limitation
of the basic theory here developed.
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